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In this paper a general hydrodynamic mode coupling theory of equilibrium fluctuations in 

simple liquids is developed from molecular considerations. The approach developed hem 

avoids the shortcomings of previous mode coupling theories by adopting a complete hierarchy 

of equations for the slow modes of a hydrodynamic system and solving it formally through the 

N ordering approximation scheme developed previously by Machta and Oppenheim. A series 

is obtained from the hierarchy of equations which allows the generalized transport coeffcicnts 

to be obtained exactly in the thermodynamic limit up to arbitrary order in the wavevector. 

frequency and mode coupling parameters. A self-consistent equation for the transport 

coefficients is formulated up to Burnett order in the wavevector and all orders in the mode 

coupling parameter. The results arc similar to phenomenological models used by previous 

researchers. 

1. Introduction 

At long times, small wavevectors and away from any critical point, the 

behavior of equilibrium correlation functions in a system of N identical point 

particles is determined principally by the so-called hydrodynamic variables. 

These variables are the densities of the conserved quantities of the system. 

They vary slowly in time for small wavevectors since the time derivative of the 

densities is proportional to the wavevector. 

The complete microscopic state of the system is determined by the phase 

point X(r) = {r”(t), p”(r)}, which evolves classically according to Newton’s 

laws. Observations of the macroscopic state of the equilibrium system can be 

described by averaging dynamical variables, which are functions of the phase 

point, over the grand canonical ensemble equilibrium distribution function. 

The Hamiltonian for the system of interest is 
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where p, is the momentum of particle j and u( /v,,]) is the short range interaction 

potential between particle 1 and particle j. The time evolution of a microscopic 

density A, is determined by the Liouvillian. L, according to the equation 

A,(r, 1) = iLA,(r, t) . 

where 

L = i ; p, ‘vr, ~ f i i Vr,u(Ir,,l) *vp, . 
I 1 - i I I*, 

The Hamiltonian of the system is invariant under time and position translation 

as well as spatial rotation, so the total energy, momentum and angular 

momentum are constants of the motion. In addition. the average number of 

particles in the system is fixed. We define the microscopic number, energy and 

momentum densities, N, E and P to be: 

N(r, X(t)) = i 6(r - r,(t)) . 
1-1 

(1.1) 

For point particles. 

since it is given by 

r x P(r. X(r)) 

it is not necessary to define an angular momentum density 

The first attempts to describe the decay of equilibrium correlation functions 

of simple liquids in terms of microscopic quantities assumed that the linear 

densities alone constituted all the slow variables of the system, and that the 

slow variables determined the behavior of the correlation functions at long 

times. It was soon realized after the pioneering work of Kawasaki [l] that 

multilinear products such as N(r, t) N(r,, r) might be slowly varying and 

therefore influence the long time behavior as well. Some of the first mode 

coupling theories were developed to describe the effect of including bilinear 

products of the densities in the set of slow variables [2]. However, if the set of 

slow variables is truncated at bilinear order, the kernel that appears in the 

generalized Langevin equation is badly behaved due to the infiuencc of the 
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trilinear and higher order densities (31, and hence a complete and consistent 
mode coupling theory must include all multilinear products of the slow 
variables in order to remove all the long time behavior from the Green-Kubo 
expressions for the transport coefficients as well as to account for the existence 
of the long time tail initially discovered in computer experiments [4, 51. The 
inclusion of all multilinear orders of the slow variables presents an infinite 
hierarchy of equations which must be solved by use of an approximation 
scheme. Kawasaki [l] solved the system of equations by making a Gaussian 
approximation and obtained a perturbative series in the wavevector that could 
be represented diagrammatically to illustrate the various physical decay chan- 
nels available to fluctuations around the equilibrium state of a hydrodynamic 
system. However, the N ordering approximation scheme developed by Machta 
and Oppenheim [6] to study steady state correlation functions allows a 
perturbative series to be formulated which is exact in the thermodynamic limit. 

The paper is organized as follows: The formal mode coupling hierarchy is 
constructed in section 2. An N ordering scheme is discussed in section 3 which 
makes the hierarchy more tractable, and a perturbation series using the inverse 
system size as a small parameter is obtained. In section 4, a diagrammatic 
representation is formulated which aids in the visualization of individual terms 
of the perturbation series. Subseries of the perturbation series are resummed in 
section 5, which allows self-consistent expressions for the transport coefficients 
to be obtained. In section 6, the renormalization of the transport coefficients is 
discussed, and the leading asymptotic k and z contribution from each diagram 
is calculated in section 7. In section 8, the modifications necessary to describe 
the evolution of equilibrium correlation fluctuations in the glass forming regime 
is discussed, and in section 9 a single self-consistent system of equations for the 
transport coefficients is presented which is valid up to order k’ in the 
wavevector. The nature of our results, and its connection to previous mode 
coupling theories is also discussed. 

2. The multilinear basis and hierarchy 

We define the column vector A(r, t) to be composed of the densities N(r, t), 
E(r, t), and P(r, t). The designation of A is arbitrary in the formalism in the 
sense that any linearly independent linear combination of the densities may be 
used to define the vector A to describe hydrodynamic equilibrium fluctuations. 
Other choices for the components will be made at a later point which will 
prove to be more convenient for the subsequent analysis. 

In order to include all multilinear products of the densities in the set of slow 
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variables. we define an infinite column vector Q with the following 

ncnts: 

Q,, = 1 . 

Q,(r) = A(r) ~ (A(r)) = A(r) . 

c)dr. r’) = Q,(r) Q,(r’) - (C?,(r) Q,(r’)> 

-(V,(r)C),(r’)I),(r,))~:K,,‘(r,.rZ)*L),(r~). 

compo- 

(3.1) 

Q,,(r.r’,..., r” ‘)=g,(r)Q,(r’)...V,(r” ‘)-(Q,(r)...Q,(r” ‘)) 

~‘i’(Q,(r)...Q,(r” ‘)Q,(r ,,... ,r,)> 
/ I 

:j: K,,‘(r,. . rl. r;. . r:)* Q,(r;. . r:). 

where K,,(r,. . r,. r;, . r:) = (Q,(r,, . r,) Q,(r;. . r:)). Here :ii 

implies an integration of rcpcated spatial arguments over the volume of the 

system and a sum over hydrodynamic labels of the repeated multilinear 

variables. In subsequent equations involving the set of multilinear densities Q. 

the 21: also implies a sum over mode orders. The subtractions in ccl. (3.1) are 

included to insure that 

(S,Q,> = K,,ii,, . 

which implies that the components of Q are orthogonal. 

Within the sums over repeated hydrodynamic indices, care must be taken to 

avoid ovcrcounting a particular multilinear product of the densities since the 

order in which the densities appears is unimportant in ;I classical correlation 

function. For example, correlation functions involving the hilincar densitv 

N(r) E(r’) arc identical to correlation functions involving E(r’) N(r) since the 

order in which the densities appear is irrelevant. 

The simplest way to avoid overcounting products of multilineal- dcnsitiea 

when summing over hydrodynamic indices and integrating over spatial argu- 

ments (or summing over wavcvectors) is to divide the sum by a combinatorial 

factor which is determined by the number of times each particular multilinear 

product appears in the sum. This factor is simply the number of ways of 

rearranging the order in which the densities appear at a given mode 

order. There are clearly n! ways of rearranging rr,(r,) 02(r2). rl,,(r,,) = 

u,(r,) (I, (r, ). . . u,,(Y,, ) = , which appears in Q,, . Thus. at mode order 12. c\‘c 
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must divide by n! to compensate for not restricting the sums over hydrodynamic 

indices. 

Alternatively [6], the hydrodynamic indices and spatial arguments (or 

wavevectors) could be ordered to avoid including the same multilinear density 

more than once in a sum, but we shall find it useful to have the range of 

integration unrestricted. 

We shall assume that the components of the vector Q comprise all the slow 

variables of the system so that the slowly varying part of any dynamical 

variable B(r, t) of the system can be written as a linear combination of the 

components of Q(t). We define two projection operators: 

@‘B=(BA)*(iia)-‘*a and PZLI=(BQ)*K-‘*Q, 

where K = (QQ). Using these projection operators, we obtain [7]: 

A(t) = 1 ii’(~) * /i(t - T) d7 + f(t) , 

Q(t) = j- M(T) * Q(t - T> dr + 4(t) , 
0 

where 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

and 

f(t) = e w)yl _ @)A , (2.6) 

440 = e wyl _ gy/j . (2.7) 

By construction, the basis set Q has the special property that any analytic 

function of the conserved densities can be written as a linear combination of 

the basis elements (components) of the vector Q since any product of the 

conserved densities can be written as a linear combination of the components 

of Q. Under the assumption that any slowly varying process is an analytic 

function of the conserved densities, (1 - P)B(r) should be fast varying in the 

sense that for an arbitrary density C(r,), 



W p )I(.‘( I - 9) B(r)] C(r, )) + 0 

for times longer than the timescalc for non-hydrodynamic processes. We expect 

that correlation functions of the fast variables decay on a microscopic timcscale 

(-10 ” s) while correlation functions of the hydrodynamic variables decay on 

a much longer timescalc. It follows from the definition of d(t) that 

($(T) Q:“) = 0, so that 4(t) has no slowly varying behavior, and (4(~) c$‘:) 

should decay on a microscopic timescale. On the other hand. .f(r) has projcc- 

tions along Q, for i > 1 and hence (f‘(f) f) still decays slowly. 

Now ( KT) A:‘:) = 0 and (@(T) (2”‘) = 0 by construction, so from cqs. (2.2) 

and (2.3) we get 

(/i(t)/i)=(ii(f)/i)= j/‘&,,r;(A(f-.)z@dT. (2.8) 

(2.9) 

In Laplace space. eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) may be written as 

(A(Z) A) = (ZZ - M(z)) ’ 4: (AA) . (3. IO) 

(Q(z)Q)=(z~-M(z)) waQ,>. (2.11) 

Since (2, = A. it follows from the orthogonality of the Q basis set that 

(21 - ii(*))- ’ = (ZZ - M(z)), ,’ . 

where (z,- M(z)),,’ is the one-one sub-block of the infinite dimensional 

matrix (21~ M(z)) ‘. We expect M(z) to have a much stronger dependence on 

z than M(z) since the fluctuating force f(f), which appears in M(z), retains 

some slow behavior. 

3. N ordering approximation scheme 

It is evident from eqs. (2.5) and (2.11) that we must evaluate correlation 

functions involving averages of multilinear orders of the densities of conserved 

variables of the system. The N ordering scheme provides a means of represent- 

ing ratios of these complicated correlation functions in a perturbative series 
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using the inverse system size as a small parameter. The N order of the Fourier 
transform of a multilinear correlation function can be established by writing the 
correlation function in terms of a cumulant expansion. Since Machta and 
Oppenheim [6] showed that the Fourier transform of each cumulant factor is of 
order N( 5 /a)“‘” _ ’ ), where N is the number of particles, 5 is the correlation 
length, a is the average inter-particle spacing, and n is the number of linear 
densities in the correlation function, we can assign a factor of N to each 
cumulant appearing in the cumulant expansion of the multilinear correlation 
function and calculate the order of each term in the expansion. The assignment 
of a factor of N to each cumulant in the expansion of a correlation function is 
valid only when the forces in the system are short ranged and the correlation 
length is small compared to the size of the system. 

For example the correlation function (A(r,) A(r?) A(r,)) can be written as 

where ((B(r))) indicates the cumulant of B(r). Due to the translational in- 
variance of the system, the Fourier transform of eq. (3.1) is 

(A(k - 4 A(q) AC-k)) 

= tA(k - 4) A(q) A(-‘k)l) + bW%%W) A(-k) + 4/c,) 

+ tA(O)) t A(q) 4-q))%,, + bW’)@,,,4,,, . (3.2) 

The leading order term (B(N’)) of eq. (3.2) is ((A(0)))‘6,,,6,,,. For non-zero 
k = Ik( and 4, the leading order term (O(N’)) is ((A(O)))((A(k) A(-k)))6,,; 

however if k # q, the leading order term (B(N)) is (( A(k - q) A(q) A(-k))). 

Notice that equating wavevectors generally raises the N order of the leading 
order term in the cumulant expansion. In section A.1 of the appendix it is 
shown that if sums of wavevectors within the variable Q appearing in a 
correlation function are zero, the leading N order of the correlation function 
does not change. For example, 

(Q,(k - q - 41, 4, 4,) B(k)*) = tQ,(k - q - 41, 4, 4,) B(k)“) + Q(l) 3 

(3.3) 
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whcrc B is an 

A. whereas if 

arbitrary linear density of the system other than one from the set 

k ~ 4 = (4,. the leading N order of cq. (3.3) is also P(N): 

(Cl,((). 4. k - 4) B(k)%,, i <, - f<(N) ii<,, i, r, 

Furthermore it is shown in section A.2 of the appendix that 

1 t I factor\ of /I 

(3.4) 

-- 
(Q,,(q,,, q,. . q,, ,) Btq,‘,):‘: B(q;)“... B(q))+,,,<,; 

, factol-s of 11 

=[(Q,,_,(q,,. q?. , q,, ,)iI(q,‘,)“‘B(q;):!:..~ B(q;)‘)‘ 

x (Q,(q,) &iQ’) + UN)1 6,,;<,, . (3.S) 

whcrc 4,) = k - q, ~ . ~ q,, , . and q,‘, = k - q; ~ - q:. WC have assumed 

that no other wavevectors ~4,, ~4: arc equal in assigning the N orders of the 

correlation functions. From cq. (3.5) and the definition of Q,,. it follous that 

(Q,,(%,. 41, . q,, , )0,,(4,. 4,. ” ” i,, ,)!‘i 

=[(Qi(%) Q,m):‘xQ,b7,) c?lbu) .” K?,(s,, 1) Q,(4,> 1) ) 

+ UN” ’ )I& . $,, ,q,, , + UN” ’ 1 (1 ~ 4,,<,, . . SC,,, ,<,,> ,) . 

so that the leading N order term is diagonal in its wavevector arguments and is 

of order cl(N”). Due to the orthogonality of the Q set. Ifii = //I/. although the 

wavevectors 4, in ri may differ from those in II. Lower order terms arc obtained 

when the wavevectors in II and t? are not all equal. We shall apply the N 

ordering scheme to the hydrodynamic matrix 

and formulate a perturbation series using the inverse system size as ;I small 

parameter. The subscripts like CY = (cr,(k ~ q, - . - q,,, ,). , cl,<, (q,,,, , )) 
denote sets of wavevector and hydrodynamic indices. where each N, is a 

component of the column vector A, and IcyI is an integer referring to the 

number of elements in the set and is the order of the mode. The ;b indicates 21 

sum over repeated hydrodynamic indices. and a sum of repeated wavevectors 

up to the cutoff K,. The sum of wavevectors is restricted to insure that each 
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element in the set Q is slowly varying since, for example, &(k, k - q) has 

terms proportional to q. 

Machta and Oppenheim [6] showed previously that the leading N order term 

of M,,(z) arises by pairing as many wavevectors as possible in the sets LY and p, 

and that these terms have N order, 

(3.6) 

It is also easily verified that if the sets cy and p are off-diagonal in wavevector, 

then 

M<Jz) I N'+ . (3.7) 

In section A.3 of the appendix, it is shown that if there is only one common 

wavevector k,, between LY and p, then 

where 

ff = ia,(k . . 3 a,&,)) 3 P = {b,(k;L. . . 3 b,,,(kiP,)l 3 

~-l~{u,(k,),...,~,,-,(k,,-,),...,u,,+,(k,,+,),...,~,~~,(k,~~,)}~ 

P-l-{b,(k;),...,b,,~,(k,:,-,),b,,,+,(k,:,+,),...,b,,,(k;,,)}, 

and 1 a 1, I p I 2 2. For example, 

4Aa,(k- qL a,(q); b,(k - q’L b(4)) 

= M,,(a,(k-q);b,(k-q))6,1,,+M,,(u,(q);b,(q))6 u,,,, + 0 $ L . _ ( 11 %,c,, 

+ I M,,(a,(k - 4; Uk - 4)) %+, 

+ M,,(%(d; b,(q)) 4,,,, + 0’ b ( )I L,.,. 

+ M*,(l - 4p/‘)(1 - L,,,J 3 

where M,, is of 6(l). Actually the M,, term on the right is also of 0’( 1 IN), but 

we retain this term if there is a sum over q’ since the large number of these 

0( 1 lN) terms gives a factor of 



which implies that the sum of the O( 1 lN) terms is of order M/N = (K,[)'/h'. 
which is non-vanishing in the thermodynamic limit. Thus the N ordering 

scheme allows the systematic formulation of a perturbation series in k, z and 

the mode coupling parameter M/N. 
From the decomposition property of the matrix Met,(z) (eq. (3.ti)), it is 

apparent that for / CY 1 = 1 p 1, the leading N order (O( 1)) of Met,(z) is diagonal in 

wavevector and is given by 

M::,(z) = c c M,,(a,(k,); h,(q 1. 2) 
q,; 

11 6 ,,,,, \6,,,> . (j.9) 
ICu,(k,).h,(k;))i 1-1 r f / 

where x is the number of unique ways of pairing the indices in the sets u and /!I. 

Furthermore, to leading N order, 

K= (VI( ;,;,,k; (I, ,)I b (u,(k) qw9q,; = DC, . 
8 1 ‘I / 

which is also diagonal in wavevector indices. We dehnc OC,, = K<,,, - I>,, . 

which is at least a factor of N lower in order than DC” for 1~1 2 2. Since 

K=D+O=(I+O.D ').D, 

M(z)= N(Z). D ':qI+Od> ') ’ = M(z):r(f + 0.1) ‘) ’ 

The introduction of 2(z) simplifies the analysis in two ways. First. it eliminates 

a sum over wavevcctors inherent in M(z), and second. as we shall set in cq. 

(3.10). it introduces an explicit z dependent factor which is difficult to obtain 

using the M matrix. In the section A.4 of the appendix it is shown that k,,,,(z) 

reduces by equating a pair of wavevectors in the same manner as Mcv,(z) in the 

thermodynamic limit. In fact. the leading N order of fi<?,(z) is diagonal in 

wavevector when Icy I = /PI and is identical to the diagonal, Cj( I) decomposition 

of Mcy,(z) given in eq. (3.9). 

If we define the propagator G(z) = [zl - M(Z)] ’ so that 

(ii(z) 2) = G,,(z). (AA:y, 

WC have 

G(z)=(I + 0. D ')*[A ~ k(z)+ ~0. Ll 'I-' 

=(I+O.D '):d(z). (3.10) 
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Since the Q basis set elements are orthogonal, (0 * D-l)+ is non-zero only 

if 1~~1 = 1 pi and at least a pair of wavevectors in the sets (Y and /3 is not equal. 
Thus the diagonal part of h(z) - 20. D -' is the diagonal part of &Z(z), 

denoted by k”(z). We expand the propagator Gap(z) around the leading N 
order term C?“(z) = [zl - Ad(z)]-‘, which is of 0(l). Since A?(z) is block- 

diagonal in mode order, 

i;:(z) = (ZZ - W(z)),-,’ = (ZZ - iI:,(z) , 

where &I”(z) = I@(Z) and is given by eq. (3.9). Thus IC?” can be written as a 
function of z and M,,(z) to leading N order. 

Using the N order scheme, it is relatively easy to show that 

(3.11) 

Henceforth, for notational simplicity we will suppress the analytic z depen- 
dence of the propagators and vertices M. Expanding the linear-linear sub- 
block of e around the diagonal part &;” and setting X = A?’ - ~0. D -', where 
I$ is the off-diagonal part of &l in wavevector, gives 

(3.12) 

where 

where x is the number of unique ways of matching indices in CY with those in /3. 
Separating out the term in eq. (3.12) where IyI = 1 and iterating, we obtain 

where ICX]= IpI = IyI = 1, and 

(3.13) 



where Iy,l # 1. According to cc]. (3.11). the @I,, terms in q. (3.13) may he 

written with G“ propagators instead of 6” propagators in the thermodynamic 

limit. Solving for q. (3.13) for ii,, . wc get 

Since WC also know from cqs. (7.10) and (2.11) that G,, = [ zl - A?] ’ and 

hfl’, = M,, . WC have finally 

A+(k); h(k), z) = M,,(cc(k); h(k), z) + 2 W,,(tr(k): h(k), z) (3.15) 
1 

WC emphasize again that M, , anti O’, , arc linear-linear sub-blocks (5 x 5) of 

infinite-dimensional matrices. whereas &’ is a 5 x 5 matrix. 

When the H’, , mode coupling terms appearin g in q. (3.15) arc written in 

terms of the hare diagonal propagators ii”, the most felicitous choice for the 

components of the column vector A(k. t) arc the cigenvectors of M,,. For 

small k and z, the eigenvectors NC the so-called hydrodynamic modes; thcsc 

arc two oppositely propagating sound modes tcr(k, t). a diffusive heat mode 

T(k. I) and two diffusive shear modes q,(k, I) and q,(k. t). To descrihc 

correlation functions in the normal hydrodynamic regime. wc choose A(k, 1) to 

be 

cr(k. I) \ 

I -rr(k. I) 

A(k. I) = 7‘(k, I) . 

q,(k, I) 
rldk. r) i 

whcrc each of the components of A(k. t) is composed of a linear combination 

of the linear dcnsitics N. E. and P. Explicitly. the components arc 
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ka(k,t)= t fqk,t)+” L(k,t)qk,t)4, 
(I 

T(k, r) = l?(k, t) - i /qk, t) , 

r),(k, t) = P(k, t). k, , 

(3.16) 

where j = 1,2, c,, is the zero-frequency adiabatic sound speed, h is the enthalpy 

density, e is the energy density, n is the average number density, k is the unit 

vector along k, klj are two unit vectors perpendicular to each other and to k, 

and x,, and x, are (ap/F)n), and (apiae),,, respectively, where p is the pressure 

of the system. In eq. (3.16), &(k, t) = B(k, t) - (B(k, t)), where the angle 

brackets indicate the average over the equilibrium grand canonical distribution 

function. We have assumed implicitly that none of the coefficients that appear 

in the k expansion of M,, are anomalously large, so that k is a valid expansion 

parameter. The matrix M,,(a,(k); a,(k), z) is diagonal in its hydrodynamic 
indices a, to order k” in the normal hydrodynamic regime by the designation of 
the set A. Its non-zero components to order k’ are 

M, ,(a(k); a(k), z) = ic,,k - T”(k, z)k’ + O(k”) , 

M,,(-a(k); -r(k), z) = -ic,,k - T”(k, z)k’ + O(k3), 

M,,(T(k); T(k), z) = -T;(k, z)k’ + B(k3), 

M,&(k); q(k), z) = -v”(k, z)k’ + O(k3), 

(3.17) 

where j = 1,2, T”(k, z) is the bare sound attenuation rate, Ty.(k, z) is the bare 
thermal diffusivity coefficient, and v”(k, z) is the bare shear relaxation rate. 
These rates can be written in terms of equilibrium correlation functions of the 
dissipative fluxes 

j:(k) = 
-i(l- 9)&k) 

k ’  

j,D(k) = 7’~(k) = -i(l -k~)‘(k) 

of the form 

I 

I dt ((e ‘(‘OK)” j~(k))j~(k)*) e-” 



J dt ((c”’ p )l.i p(k))Tl$q:‘:) e :I . 

which are proportional to the thermal conductivity and viscosity coefficients, 

respectively. It should be noted that the hydrodynamic modes in eq. (3.16) also 

diagonalize A?(k, z) up to C.‘(k’). although there are off-diagonal terms in 

fi(k, z) of O(/C”~). In the normal, high temperature liquid WC shall assume 

that the magnitude of the cutoff K, is determined by the requirement that all 

wavevectors k, are smaller in magnitude than K, and obey the hydrodynamic 

dispersion law c,,k b 1; k’, so that K, is of the same order of magnitude as 

c,,i1; . 

Near the glass transition the hydrodynamic modes are no longer eigenvectors 

of fi(k, z) to lowest order in k since the viscosity. which appears in ?(k, 2). 

becomes large and the simple k ordering is no longer valid. We shall discuss in 

section 8 the modifications that are necessary to describe the decay of 

equilibrium fluctuations in the glass forming region. 

The matrix M, ,(k, z) is only a weak, analytic function of 2 since the 

dissipative fluxes j”(t) are orthogonal to the basis set Q for all times. i6i(k. 2). 

on the other hand. has only the linear projections removed in its fluctuating 

force f(t), and therefore decays more slowly and has a “long time tail”. The 

difference between h?(k, z) and M,,(k. z) is only in the Navicr-Stokes or 

transport term. Thus we may write 

k~l;,,,(k. z) 

k’l:_,,(k, z) = (qb,,(k, z) 4;(k)) * (ii(k) k':(k)),; + 2 O;,Jk. z) , 
i _ 

(3. IX) 

where lcrl= IpI = IyI = 1. I&(k, ) .. z IS well behaved and analytic for small k and 

Z. The @‘,,(k. z) terms will be shown to have non-analytic k and z dependences 

which makes the extension of hydrodynamics to higher order in k non-trivial. 

Since cr13(k, z) is independent of the cutoff K,. the right hand side of eq. (3.18) 

must be independent of K, as well. 

4. Diagrammatic representation 

It is straightforward to formulate a diagrammatic representation of the 

perturbation series to make each term easy to visualize. The basic diagram is 

composed of lines and vertices. The bare linear propagator [z ~ M,, (k, z)] ’ is 
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k-q 

0 q 
Fig. 1. The only diagram of order (M/N). 

represented by a single line. Higher order bare propagators like 

G: = j$ [z - ,$ M,,(a;(k;> 4)]-’ 1 

are represented by a group of Ia 1 lines, with each line identified by its 
wavevector ki. The 1 / 1 a I! factor is included to compensate for the overcounting 
factor mentioned in section 2. The propagators are connected by the vertices X. 
X,,, corresponds to a dot with 1 lines entering and m lines leaving. End vertices 

like W,, UC,,) are represented by a dot with n lines leaving (m lines entering). 
For example h,2 * Gi * h,, , which is the first diagram in Oi, , is represented in 
fig. 1. Explicitly, the diagram represents 

& ($, ‘,,(~(k>; Ui(k - 4) Uj(q)) Gi,(u;(k - q>T aj( 4)) 

where a, b and the a, are eigenvectors of M,,(k, z). Some diagrams are 
reducible and others are not. Irreducible diagrams will be represented by 
circles around each vertex with the exceptions of M,,,, M,,, and X,, which are 
irreducible by definition. For example the diagram shown in fig. 2a, which 
represents 

1 1 
- i 5 

3! 2l f.j.l.m.n=l q.q,.q2=0 
~i,&W~ Ui(k - 4, - 42L qq,)? a,(%)) 

’ Lz - Mll(“,(k- 41 - 42)) - M~~("j(q~)) - M~l(“!(42))l~’ 

x ‘i,2(“,(k-ql -42)~"j(ql>~ ut(q*);am(k-q)7 ‘tr(4)) 

x [z - M,l(%,(k - 4)) - ~,,@,(qW 
x fi,,@,,(k - 4, a,,(q); b(k)) > 



is reducible by equating wavcvcctors in /QIl to give an A?,, vcrtcx plus tcrma of 

order C( 1 /N) which will vanish in the thermodynamic limit: 

k,kW - 41 - q2). fJ,(S, ). “I(%). Q,,,(k - 4). (I,,( 4)) 6,,(/ 

If &I32 is off-diagonal in wavevector then it is of order C (1 !A’) to leading A 

order by eq. (3.7). Since the leading order terms of a,, and k,? are C (1 /N’). 

C ( 1 /N) respectively, and each sum over intermediate wavcvcctor gives a factor 

of M. WC XC that the diagram in fig. 2b, which is obtained from the diagram in 

fig. 3a by equating the wavevectors y2 and 11 in the A;, vertex. is of order 

(M/N)’ while the diagram in fig. 2c is irreducible and is of order (M/N) ‘. 

Notice that the correction term in the factorization of 

(MIN)?( I /N). which vanishes in the thermodynamic limit. 

Ii?:, is of order 

5. Resummation of propagators 

We have obtained a series for the transport coefficients in terms of vcrticcs A’ 

and bare propagators G”(Z). which can be written as a function of the matrix 

M,, By resuming certain subseries. the series for the transport coefficients can 

be rewritten in terms of diagonal elements of the full propagators CT. and a 

self-consistent series is obtained for the transport coefficients. Furthermore. 

the full propagator can be written in terms of $(k, z). which is indcpcndcnt ot 

the cutoff K<. 
The mode coupling series contained in cq. (3.15) can be rewritten as 
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where 

= G; . I+ + 2 Acty . XYa . G; . (5.2) 
lyl=l 

Writing A rrl-i in terms of a part off-diagonal in wavevector, denoted Accyl,,, and 
a diagonal part A,, ,, we obtain 

where G:‘“’ means that if Ial = IpI, th e sets of wavevectors CY and p are not 

equal. The sets CY and LY ’ have the same wavevectors but might have different 

hydrodynamic indices. For example, 

N = Ca,(k,), . . . 1 ~~u~(~lu~)~ ’ a’ = {b,(k)>. . 1 b,&,,,)) 1 (5.4) 

and each a, is not necessarily equal to b,. Iterating the expression for Arry in eq. 
(5.3) and noting that 

(5.5) 

gives 



~ A I,,, . L,j + 2 A,,<; X<,,,Y . A:;’ 5 
_ 

:,j -2 

This definition of Ai;’ 

replaced with G Y”” ’ 

resembles that of A,, given in cq. (5.2). with G‘: 

r) Repeating this process endlessly gives 

This is an expansion of Acr, in terms of its diagonal component in wavevector 

A <io ’ in which none of the diagonal A appearing in the expansion of A<?,, have 

the same sets of wavcvcctors. Now the series expansion for the full diagonal 

propagator G,,(, is 

Comparing this series with the series for Acvcr. contained in eq. (5.6). WC see 

that the difference between the two series are terms with at least one 

intermediate propagator of argument k. Analysis of these terms reveals that 

they are of order N ’ when they appear in a diagram, and hence the difference 

between the propagators Acete. and GcP,P, vanishes in the thermodynamic limit. 

For example, the difference between G?,.(u, (k ~ q) u2( q); h,(k ~ q) b2( q)) 

and A22.(~I(k - q) a,(q); h,(k - q)&(q)) in a diagram such as that in fig. ( 1) 

may be represented diagrammatically as in fig. 3. These diagrams are of order 

(M/N)( 1 /N), (M/N)‘( 1 /N). and (M/N)“( I /N). respectively. all of which 
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Fig. 3. Diagrams which appear in the difference between the series for A 2z (k - q, q) and the 
series for the full propagator G2? (k - q. q) when placed in the diagram in fig. 1. 

vanish in the thermodynamic limit. Thus for large systems, the AU,,,, A:;., 
etc., may be replaced by G,, ,, G jpp), , etc., and we may reformulate 01, of eq. 

(3.14) as 

O;t, = c c Xa,, * G 
VI Vi 

. Xviy, * G 
Y? v< . X 

Iv,l=2 lv21=2 
YAV ’ 

n factors of X 

O& = i . . . IfI XaV, * GVIV; . XV;Vz . . * * GV,, IV;,..I . xV;,-,V 1 

IV,l’Z /%-,I=~ 

(5.8) 

where the propagators G are the full propagators, all of which have different 

wavevector arguments but each of which is diagonal in wavevectors. The 

restriction on the wavevectors of the diagonal propagators means that the 

diagrams are no longer reducible in the same way since any diagram with two 

propagators of the same wavevector argument is now forbidden. For example 

the diagram shown in fig. 4 is no longer allowed since it has two GZ propagators 

with the same wavevector arguments (k ~ q), q, and hence is among the terms 

which were resummed to give A,, * G,,. . h2,, . We will prove that the full 

propagators may be written as a function of M(k, z), which obviates the need 

to solve the series by expanding the propagators around the diagonal part Cd 

and allows the formulation of self-consistent equations. 



From the hierarchy of eqs. in (2.11). for /II 3 2. 

(Q,(z) a:; ) = G,,(z) 1: ( QjQj! ) . 

where (iI = III by the orthogonality property of the Q. Since 

G,, = G)1 . I,, + G)’ . x,, . Gj’ + x G)’ . x,,,, . (;:I, . x ,,,, . G;’ + . . . 
IllI I 

and G‘;‘(z) - C(l), we see that if all the wavevectors in i match those in 1. then 

the first term is of C’(l) and the second is zero. The third term becomes 

G ;’ . X,,,, . G ;I, . X,,,, . G;‘. For simplicity we assume /nzl ) I(1 though the reason- 

ing in the other casts follows similarly. Equating /II - 1 wavevectors in the sets 

WI and 1 reduces X,,,, and X,,?, to order O( N”’ I”’ ) and order C’( 1). respectively. 

so that the overall N order of the term is O(N”’ ““‘). There are IUZ/ ~ /II sums. 

however, so that actually the term is of order ((M/N)“” “I). Analysis of higher 

order terms is similar, although more involved. Thus G,,(Z)- I +f’(MIN). 

whcrc f’is some analytic function. with no unrestricted wavevcctors in the set I^. 

If there are ?I off-diagonal pairs of wavevectors in the sets 1 and I, then the first 

term of the series for G is zero and the second is of leading N order O( N “). 

Analysis of higher order terms reveals that at best. they arc of order 

(i/(N m”)f’(M/N) with II free wavcvectors in the set i. Since 

(Q,Q;i:) = {Q,Q'i',) I,., + (‘(N”’ ‘). 

where (Q,Q:;) - O.(N”‘), we have 

(Q,(z) QT) = G,,.(z). (Q/,(2”/) + O(N’ ‘.f‘(M/N)) 

l/l 
_ ~ Gtd.,! (h/V,) a,(/,))(1 + (;(I IN)). 

where the wavevectors in I’ are identical to those in I as in eq. (5.3). Now since 
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<Q,W QY> = ,G (aA f> a,@;>*) + W”‘+‘) 3 

where fj are the wavevectors of I, and since eq. (2.10) implies 

(44, 2) a,(l,Y) = [zl- J3l,, Z)l(o];h,, . @;(U a>*) 3 

it follows that in the thermodynamic limit 

(5.9) 

where 3 denotes the Laplace transform. For example, 

G,,.(a,(k - 4)3 44); b,(k - 913 b(q)1 z> 
= 2Y(P[zZ - M(k - 42 41~,::h,)~-'w - aq, z)l;,;h,J 

Using eq. (2.10), eq. (5.9) may be reexpressed as 

G,,.(z) = z[,! (a,(l,, t) a,(4)*) * G’(a,(4); Ml,))) . 

Since $(k, z) is independent of K,, G,,.(z) is as well. 

6. Renormalized transport coefficients 

The long time behavior of correlation functions in the hydrodynamic regime 

is determined by the small k and z properties of fi(k, z) and therefore of 

f(k, z). To examine this hydrodynamic behavior, we expand f(k, z) around 

i;(O, 0) to get 

i;(k, z) = f(0, 0) + (f(k, z) - f(O,O)) . (6.1) 

The second term on the right hand side of eq. (6.1) has non-analytic k and z 

dependences, which reflects the fact that f(k, z) cannot be expanded in a 

Taylor series around k = z = 0. We shall concentrate on these non-analytic k 
and z terms in the series since they are the most important in determining the 

long time, small wavevector behavior of f(k, z), and ignore the weak, analytic 

k and z dependence of the vertices and in M, ,(k, z). 



Since M(k, z) is independent of the cutoff K,, any cutoff dependences in the 

series must cancel. Hence any cutoff dependence produced from summing over 

intermediate wavevectors in the diagrams must be ignored when evaluating 

diagrams. Defining G” and LI to be 

G” = G(k = 0, z = 0) and J = G ~ G” . 

we may write the non-analytic part of f(k. Z) - r(O. 0) as 

ICI,, :h- A,,, /cl,, + &I, :k G,,. . x ,‘,,, :g G,,,,,,’ if,,,‘, 

~ A,, i: G ;;, x, ,,,, 2: G ;; ,,,, . ICI,,, , + . . . 

where 111 and lrnl are summed from 2 to x. This series may be rearranged to 

give 

In the second term, if WC equate a wavevector in m with one from the set s for 

a fixed set of wavevcctors I, the term loses a factor of M from the wavcvcctor 

equality but the N order is unchanged since no vertices can factor. Thus, 

ignoring terms of order 1 /N. the subscries in brackets may be resummed to 

give 

ici,, * A,,, . 6,. , + ii,, 4: A,,. . X,,,!! 2: A ,),,), . if,,, , + . , 

where X = X + X * (7”. X + . . . WC expect each term in this series to have a 

weaker K, dependence than the series without the renormalized vertices since 

the K, dependence produced by integrating over G is generally stronger than 

that produced by integrating over _I. Again, in all the above series, no two 

propagators (G or d) may have the same wavevcctor arguments. 

This particular renormalization of the vertices is meaningful only when 

focussing on the non-analytic k and z mode coupling contributions to the bare 

transport coefficients in the ordinary hydrodynamic regime. Mode coupling 

theories have also been used to address the behavior of correlation functions in 

the glass forming region. In the glass forming region, however. we arc 

interested in understanding the critical dynamics of simple liquids and there- 

fore focus on self-consistent equations for correlation functions in the hydro- 
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dynamic limit in the hope that these self-consistent equations are capable of 

describing the complex critical dynamics of supercooled liquids. In the glass 
forming region, it is more appropriate to use the mode coupling series written 
in terms of the full diagonal propagators G, as i,n eq. (5.8), to examine f(O, 0) 
and investigate the small k and z behavior of T(k, 2). 

7. Evaluation of diagrams 

In this section, we shall calculate the contribution of each diagram to various 
orders in k and z in the ordinary hydrodynamic regime. First we shall look at 
the lowest order contributions from the first few diagrams. To lowest order in k 

and the mode coupling parameter, the vertices M,, are just &,, at Euler order 
since the dissipative parts are proportional to k* or kq while the Euler parts are 
proportional to k. We first note that 

(Q,,(k-q,-...-(In-l,41,...,qn~,) 

xQ,,(k-q;-...-q~-,,q;,...,q~~,)*) 

= - (Q,(k'-q, -...-q,-1, 41,. . . 9 q,-,> 

x (i,(k - q; - . . . - q:z-,, s;, . . . 7 4;-1)*). 

Since the Q are composed of hydrodynamic variables, Q,, is proportional to 

k, 41,. . . , q,l_, and Q,, is proportional to k, q;, . . . , qL,-, so that for all 

k q;, q:, 

(k - q, - . . .- %-l)C, +(41)c*+--.+(q,-,)cn 
= (k - q; - . . 

. - d-IId, + (4>4 +. . . + (d-,Mn : 

where the c,, d, are all only weakly dependent on the wavevector. Since this is 
true for all k, qi and q:, it follows that if no wavevectors are equal then 

(Q,,(k-q, -.. .-4,-l? QI,. . .? a-1) 

xQ,(k-q;-...-~~_,,q;,...,4~~,)*)=~'~1, (7.1) 

which is proportional only to k. Thus all completely off-diagonal vertices 
contribute a factor of k when appearing in a diagram. Notice that eq. (7.1) 
implies that 



(&(k ~ q) Q,,,(k - q - 4; -. . . - q,:,- ,3 4;,. ‘. 1 q,:, ,>“) 

is proportional only to k and q. 
Recall that the full, diagonal propagators G,,. are resummcd from a series of 

bare G” propagators, 

G‘,,. = (;;’ . I,,. + c;;’ . x,,,, CT:;, X,,!,. CT;‘, + . ” 

where ]+ is summed from 2 to SC. Since G;’ = A)’ + G)“‘, 

A,,, = 

A; . I,,. + A;’ /y ,,,, . G;j;’ x ,,,,, . G)‘.” + G;“’ x ,,,, . A:;, x ,,,,1 . c;;‘,” + . . . . 

(7.2) 

whcrc nom of the propagator terms contains all G“” since these terms have 

been absorbed in 16. 

We shall look at the contribution only from the first term A” in the series in 

eq. (7.2) for the full propagator A to determine the leading order k and z 

dependenccs of the diagrams. The contributions from the other terms can he 

shown to be higher in factors of combined k and z order. This can bc seen most 

easily by noting that the integrals over the full propagators G can be evaluated 

iteratively in the same manner as the procedure used by Ernst and Dorfman [X. 

Y]. by first using G” in the propagator terms in the denominator of the 

integrand and integrating over the intermediate wavevectors, which gives 

correction terms above order k’ (they are at least of order k’ “‘z”‘. with 

PI + m = i). These correction terms can then be added to G” and used in the 

integrand to calculate additional correction terms, and these terms are higher 

order in k and z. Each additional iteration of this procedure produces higher 

and higher orders of k and z. Formally, this procedure reproduces a subseries 

of the series which was resummcd to give the full propagator. but it can be 

shown that the additional terms contained in the full propagator series give 

even higher order contributions than the corrections generated by iteration. 

For example k12 :I: _ 3:‘. I$!,, produces terms of order k’z’ ’ and 16’,, 21: A:‘. 

x ?,,) * G:;:’ y,I1, 4: n:‘!’ Aif,, . 

gives terms of order-k’z’ ’ 

which is the next term in the expansion of A,:.. 

at best. The use of the A and G” propagators does 

not change the order of the correction terms. and usually gives higher order 

terms. 

Since G;1(2) = [z - M,,(f,, 2) -. ~ M,,(I ,,,. z)] ‘, a typical term of 3:’ 

looks like 
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A%(k - q), - a( 4)) = 
1 1 

2 + ic,,((k - q1 - q) + r(k - q)’ + rq’ - 2rq? 

for counter-propagating sound modes u and -(T, where c,) is the adiabatic 

sound speed and r is the bare sound attenuation rate in which we have ignored 

the analytic k and z dependence. One of the contributions to the shear mode 

(7) transport coefficient from counter-propagating sound modes in the first 

diagram &‘,?. AZ. &Z2, of of,, looks like 

KC 
- zk* ~ 

2r 
dq dfl ~,h(k>; 4k - 4, -44) ~2,(4k - 4, -44; q(k)) 

0 
2 + ic,,( Ik - q1 - q) + r(k - q)’ + rq’ 

where do refers to the angular integration. As previously mentioned, only the 

lim k,y_O (1 lk*)&l~~~~, part of the vertices contributes to leading k and z 

order. 

The leading order contributions from each diagram will be obtained approxi- 

mately by restricting the range of integration into regions where the integrand 

can be simplified so that the integral can be done easily. This technique was 

initially used by Ernst and Dorfman [8, 91 to evaluate mode-mode integrals. 

For example 

dq dfl 

oh 
z + ic,,(]k - q1 - q) + r(k - q)’ + rq’ ’ 

where a P 1. In the region where q E [ak, K,], we have q 9 k, SO that 

Ik _ q) _ q = (k’ + q2 - 2k. q)“’ - q = -kk - ij + B(k’/q) , 

and r(k - q)’ = rq’ + rO(k - q). Setting b = max(c,,kf(o), Im(z)), where f(n) 

is a simple function of angles, assuming that c,,k > Re z, and expanding the 

integrand gives 

1 

z + ic,,(jk - q1 - q) + r(k - q)’ + rq2 

2rq” - ib 
= b? + (2rq’)’ - 

(min(z, c,,k) + rk’ - 2k. q)(2rq’ - ib)’ + . 

(b-’ + (2rq2)?)* 
. . 

For small k and z, the integral is approximately 



plus higher order terms of the form 

The integral over dy is a constant, so that if c,,k > Re z. the diagram is of order 

(k’z/2I)(2I%) “’ J d0 f(O) ’ ‘. Thus the angular integration does not 

change the asymptotic k and z order of the diagrams although it does play a 

role in determining the magnitude of the coefficient at each order. and may 

imply that the term does not exist at all. Since the angular integrations do not 

influence the leading k and z order, we shall henceforth ignore them. 

The region q E [0, uk] contributes to higher order in k and z since for k in 

the hydrodynamic region. c,,k > 2rk’ and 

,rh 

(k'z) 1 d3q 
1 

0 
z + ic,,(lk - q1 - q) + T(k - q)? + rq’ 

I, 

= k’z &)z I 1 k‘z 

,I 
z + ic,,k(lk ~ yI - y) + C(Tk’y) E h 

Analysis of contributions from other combinations of modes shows that at best 

their contribution is of the same order as the counter-propagating modes and in 

most cases gives higher k and z order terms. Henceforth. we shall concentrate 

only on counter-propagating modes in order to determine the leading order 

contribution from each diagram. 

It is straightforward to show that none of the five unique diagrams at order 

(M/N)’ contribute below order k2+“z”’ where n + m = 1. The basic diagrams of 

Fig. 5. The tive basic diagrams of order (M/N)‘. 
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order (M/N)’ are shown in fig. 5. Diagram 5a is approximately given by 

c 1 
X 

z+ic,,(lk-q-q,(-q-q,)+T(k-q-q,)‘+Tq’+TqY 

1 

ic,,(lq + q,l - 9 - 4,) + r(q + 4,12 + rq2 + rd i 

The integral can be represented as 

so that the leading K, independent term goes as k’(zlT)’ or k’(c,,k/r)‘, 
depending on the relative magnitudes of c,,k and z. However both terms are 
above order k”. 

Diagram 5b has an off-diagonal X vertex which contributes either a factor of 
k or z by eq. (7.1), so that it is approximately (k”z’lT’)f, where 

KC 

i i 

1 
I = dq d0 dq, do, 

0 
z + ic,,((k - q1 - q) + f(k - q)2 + rq3 

1 

’ z + ic,,(lk - 4,) - q,) + T(k - q,)? + TqT i ’ 

which can be rewritten in the form 

so that the diagram has a leading K, independent term of order k’z2/rc,, 
assuming that c,,k > z. 

Diagrams 5c and 5d give identical integrals, although the vertices and 
therefore the magnitudes of the coefficients in the two diagrams are different. 
The order of magnitude of these diagrams is: 



I 

since for A 9 I, lk ~ q, ~ q/ ~ 4, - q = y. Carrying out this integration yields 

terms of order k’z’ ’ and k’ ‘2’ plus correction tc arms of order k’z’. 

The final diagram 5e is symmetric in y and cl and the leading order term 

comes from the region y E [crk. Kc/h] and cl, E Aq, K<I. This diagram gives 

terms of order 

4 4 I I 
> > 7 

2 + ic,,k + 21’q’ (ic,,y + Zl‘q;)- z + ic,,k + 2l‘q; 

hL 

,, ‘, 

Noting that q-’ is larger than In q for small y where E is an infinitesimal 

positive number, the diagram contributes above order 

which is of order k’z’ ’ ‘. 

There are fifty eight basic diagrams of order (M/N)‘. Thc\e diagrams are 

evaluated in the same manner as the previous diagrams by breaking up the 

regions of integration and ordering the wavevectors. Tedious calculation 

rcvcals that none of these basic diagrams contributes to order k”“z”‘. where 

II + rn = 2. Thus, to order k” “;“I. where II + t?z c 2. only the diagrams in figs. 

I, SC. Sd. and Se contribute. 

We now examine the effect of the higher order contributions to the basic 

diagrams from the vertices fi. As stated earlier. the lowest order contribution 

to the perturbation expansion comes from the Euler part of the &I vertex. 

Higher order terms can be obtained from the Navier-Stokes or dissipative 

term in 16’. and from the 16 expansion. For example 
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^E ^D n 
MI2 = M,2 + M,, + M,, * G,,, ” f x(‘2 + . . . , 

where the full propagators G” appearing in the series all have different 

wavevector arguments, &lb is the dissipative part of A, and 111 is summed from 

2 to x. &fy,(k; k - q, q) has terms proportional to k2 and kq, which contribute 

at or above 0(k3) in the only diagram of order B(M/N). It is easily verified 

that the additional terms in the series of fi,? give contributions of the form 

kqq”, where n > 0, and therefore contribute to order f7(k3+"'2) at best in the 

diagram of order M/N. Similarly, the dissipative part of fi,, contributes a 

factor of k”J higher in order than the Euler part in the diagram in fig. 5c, 

which contains an & ,3 vertex. Analysis of the terms in 6,, from the series 

expansion shows that they contribute within the range kZt'nz", with n + m = 1 

to n + m =2. 

Each renormalized vertex has contributions from all orders in the mode 

coupling parameter M/N. The leading k and z terms are produced by the Euler 

part of the (M/N)” term of the renormalized vertex. In the basic diagrams of 

order (M/N) and (M/N)’ shown in fig. (1) and (5), the terms in the vertices 2 

which are of order (M/N) and above, all contribute terms above B(k’). The 

B(M/N) vertex terms of the diagram shown in fig. 1 look similar to the basic 

diagrams of order (M/N)” shown in fig. 5, except that only one of the 

propagators present in each diagram is a Az2, propagator, and the others are G” 

propagators. Analogously, the O((MIN)“) terms of the fi,? vertex in the 

diagram in fig. 1 are diagrams that look like the basic diagrams of order 

(M/N)” which begin with a h,2 vertex and end in a fi2, vertex, except that 

only one A??. propagator exists in the diagrams and the other propagators are 

all G” propagators. A similar statement is true of the higher order vertex 

contributions to the basic diagrams of order (M/N)‘, except that now the 

diagrams have at least two factors of A propagators (either A22s or A,,.) instead 

of one. Thus, in effect, we have resummed the infinite number of diagrams 

which contribute below order k', which have at most three A propagators, and 

expressed them in terms of a small number of basic diagrams by renormalizing 

all the vertices. Note that we have also established that only one diagram 

contributes below order k”, while an infinite number of diagrams contribute 

below order k’. 

8. The glass forming region 

Near the glass forming region, the viscosity increases rapidly and the 

ordinary hydrodynamic description is no longer adequate. The description 

must be modified for two reasons related to the anomalous behavior of the 
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viscosity. First, it was shown that to calculate the mode coupling terms to B(k’) 

it was only necessary to USC the Euler part of the fi,? and kz, vertices in the 

diagram shown in fig. 1 in the ordinary hydrodynamic regime. However, the 

dissipative parts of the vertices are proportional to the transport coefficients, 

including the bare viscosity. Since the viscosity becomes large in the glass 

forming region, it may no longer be reasonable to ignore terms in the 

dissipative part of the vertices which are proportional to the viscosity. Second- 

ly, the dispersion law, which was used to calculate the leading k and z 

contributions from each diagram, must be modified since the part of fk 
proportional to the viscosity may be as large as c,,. In such a case the simple k 
ordering of the hydrodynamic roots is no longer valid. 

Both of these problems may be addressed by calculating the eigenvectors 

and eigenvalues of %(k, z) in the glass forming region. If we designate the 

column vector A(k) to be 

then to O(k’). &(k, z) is 

fi(k, z) = 

0 
ik 

tn 

~ k%,,(k, z) -k’y.(k, z) 2 

ikx,, 

0 

i kx, 
~ k%,(k, z) 

mn 

0 

0 

0 
-k’v”(k. z) 

0 
mn 

0 
-k%(k, z) 

mn 
0 

where <,,(k, z) = h”(k, z)(dT/dn),, &(k, z) = A”(k, z)(dT/de),,, T is the tem- 
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perature of the system, h”(k, z), c(k, z), and v”(k, z) are the thermal conduc- 
tivity, longitudinal viscosity and shear viscosity, respectively, which may be 
determined experimentally. The difference between the experimentally observ- 
able transport coefficients like v”(k, z) and the bare coefficients which appear in 
M,,(k, z) are the mode coupling terms @,,(k, z), shown in eq. (5.8). The 
precise relationship between the bare and experimentally observable transport 
coefficients is given in eq. (3.18). 

Suitable forms for the roots of the dispersion relation which are valid for 
ordinary hydrodynamics and also when the viscosity is anomalously large are: 

z, = k(- ; v,(k, z) k + a) 

i(k, z) k’ 2by - (v,(k, z) k)2y - 24 + 2ak;,(k, z) y - 
’ cP ( 4b - (v,(k, z) k)’ + 2akv,(k, z) 

z?=k(-;G(k,z)k-a) 

i(k, z) k2 2by - (v,(k, z) k)‘y - 2~; - 2ak;;(k, z) y - 

c,J 46 - (y,(k, z) k)’ - 2akv,(k, z) ’ (8.2) 

z, = - 
k’&k, z) c:, 

b ’ 
zq = -k%(k, z) , z5 = -k’v”(k, z) , 

where y = c,/c,, b = ci + k2c(k, z) &,(k, z), and a = i(yl(k, z)’ k2 - 4b)“*. In 
the ordinary hydrodynamic regime, b = ci and u = ic,,, which implies that the 
roots z, are the ordinary hydrodynamic roots to order k’ (see eq. (3.17)). 

If we assume that only the viscosity coefficients become large in the 
glass forming region, c,, < C,(k, z) k, and ci > r?,(k, z) G,(k, z) k’, then 
a = ; v,(k, z) k - blv,(k, z) k and the eigenvalues to B(k’) become approxi- 
mately 

z 
ic,,k - f(k, z) k’ - Co 

i;(k z)) 
i(k, z) k’ ___ _ (y-l), 

I ’ c,j 
3 

-ic,,k - f(k, z) k’ CO 

s+< 
-v,(k,z)k’+-- 

v,(k, z) ’ 

-FT(k, z) k’ -f,(k, z) k’ , 

- v”(k, z) k’ -G(k, z) k2 , 

- C(k, z) k’ , -v”(k, z) k2 , 

(8.3) 

where the sound attenuation and thermal diffusivity coefficients are 



-tr(k) = ? h(k) 
0 

+ 2 h(k) + P(k). R 

-(J(k) = z i(k) 

+ /y,,c,, L(k) - P(k) * I 

T(k) = Qk) - ; k(k) 

T, = P(k)-k,, 

ix,, 
C,(k, =)k Mk) 

+ ix,. 
;;(k. z)k 

i(k) + P(k)4. 

ix,, 4(/i. i) k 
h’(k) 

3 * (‘,I 

ixy,,E,(k. z) k , 
+ ? E(k) + P(k)*k. 

(‘I, 

E(k) -- i r;i(k, . 

I P(k). i / 

The eigenvalues are valid assuming y,(k, z) C,(k, z) k’ < c, and G,(k. z) k ; 

c2. When k.(k, z) G,(k, z) k’> c,‘, and G(k, z) k > c,,, then the eigenvalues of 

M(k. z) to o(k’) arc approximately 

ic,,k - I;(k, Z) k’ 

-ic,,,k - F(k, Z) k’ 

-f7.(k, z) k’ 

- l;(k. z) k’ 

- v”(k, z) k’ 

3 

k’i(k. z) 
, 

i 
(‘II _ 

C’ i’ ’ - c,2, + k’l;,(k. z) y.(k. z) . 

7 
C’(l 

-;,(k. z) k’ + __- 
C,(k, z) . (X.3) 

4 
c;l:,(k, z) 

c; + ;,(k. z) ;,,(k. z) k’ 
k’ . 

- ;(k. z) k’ , 

- v”(k, z) k’ 

The temperature and system determine the regions of wavevectors in which 

each dispersion is valid. For example. based on data for liquid LiBF, [ IX], at 
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high temperatures (T = 330 K) the normal hydrodynamic dispersion is valid for 

wavevectors up to about 9 x 10’ cm- ‘. For larger wavevectors up to about 

4 X lO’cm_‘, the simplified glass dispersion relation, given in eq. (8.3), 

applies. At even larger wavevectors where &,(I?, z) q(k, z) k” can no longer be 

neglected relative to ci, the dispersion relation is given by eq. (8.4). At lower 

temperatures where the liquid is supercooled (T = 235 K), the ordinary hydro- 

dynamic regime persists until about k = 5 x 105 cm-’ while the simplified glass 

dispersion regime is limited to maximum wavevectors of about 9 x 10” cm-‘, at 

which point the more complicated dispersion relation (eq. (8.4)) applies. 

These trends are typical for liquids over a broad range of temperatures. At 

high temperatures, the main contribution to the mode coupling integrals comes 

from the ordinary hydrodynamic modes since the ordinary hydrodynamic 

dispersion applies even for fairly large wavevectors (up to approximately 

10’ cm-‘). As the temperature is lowered and the viscosity increases, the glass 

dispersion regime makes a larger contribution to the mode coupling integrals 

and can no longer be ignored. 

Note that initially only the dispersions of the sound modes cr and -C are 

modified, and that the longitudinal viscosity appears in the sound modes to 

lowest order in k in the glass forming region. This implies that the viscosity 

now appears at lowest order in all the vertices involving sound modes. 

The dispersion law in the glass region complicates the analysis of the leading 

order contributions of the diagrams since the sum of the wavevectors must be 

divided into a region in which the ordinary dispersion law for the sound modes 

applies and a region in which the new dispersion law is obeyed by the sound 

modes. 

9. Summary and conclusions 

It has been shown that a self-consistent equation for the transport coefhci- 

ents may be systematically formulated in the hydrodynamic regime. The 

self-consistent equation has contributions from all orders in the mode coupling 

parameter and is given by 

x [Q&(k); a,(k - q), a,(q)) &.(a,# - q)> a,(q); a,(k - 47 a,,,(q)) 

x @,(a,@ - q), a,,,(q); b(k))] + +( f$)‘) > (9.1) 



where each a,, a, and h is one of the hydrodynamic modes in the column vector 

A and 

and 

&(“,(k - 4). u,(q); “,(k - 4)> (1,,,(S). 2) 

=-Y(Y ‘[zl- ii;l(k-q, z)][$‘,,,,,’ ‘[ir- li?(q.z)];,,; ,,,, )/) 

6(r) fi-‘c-q, w,, ,,,,l, ,M - ‘(4. WC,,.< i,,, 1) 

In the normal hydrodynamic regime, the bare vertices A?l” may be expressed 

in terms of thermodynamic properties of the system 19, 171. Since f appears in 

AZ?. (through the &), eq. (9.1) is non-linear and resembles the results derived 

by others from kinetic theories of hard spheres [l l] and ordinary liquids [ 10. 

141 as well as from phenomenological models of hydrodynamic systems [ 161. 

The perturbation series may also be expressed in a way which makes it easy 

to make contact with the aforementioned non-linear mode coupling models of 

the glass transition. If we define the column vector A(k) to be 

A(k) = 

(i?(k) G(k)“) a 
- ( /qk) fi(k)“:) N(k 

P(k). I; 

P-i,, 

so that (A(k) A(k):“) is diagonal. and define 

+ it h 
(k_ z) = (u(k, 2) b(k):‘:) 

(b(k) b(k):i:) ’ 
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where a and b are components of A, then it follows from eqs. (2.10), (3.15), 
(5.8) and (5.9) that 

(9.2) 

= (zZ - M,,(k, z) - h’;2(k; k - q, q) 

~~[~(k-q,t)~(q,t)l*~~,(k-q,q;k)-...)~~. 

We should emphasize that the nature of the approximations necessary to 
arrive at eq. (9.2) is much more apparent in this work than in the investigations 
of others since the multilinear densities were included to all orders and a 
systematic perturbation formulation was established. Non-linear equations of 
this sort have been investigated by many researchers [12, 13, 161, and have 
been used as models for critical dynamics. 

Eq. (9.2) is a self-consistent equation for the correlation function c$,,(k, z). 

Alternatively, we can write a self-consistent equation for the transport coeffici- 
ents f(k, z) of the form 

t,Ak, 2) = C,:,,(k 2) + fi%(k); a,(k - q), a,(q)) 

* =%k,u,(k - 43 f) 4,&b t)l* @,(a,@ - q), a,(q); b(k)) + . . . , 

where i, j, 1 and m are summed from 1 to 5 and each a, is an element of A. 

It should be noted that for simple liquids at high temperatures, the mode 
coupling parameter 

is usually quite small (~10~“) since colfT = K, = 10’ cm-’ and 5 = lo-’ cm so 
that Kc5 < 1. When the mode coupling parameter is much smaller than the 
magnitude of k and z, the decay of correlation functions is well described by 
ordinary hydrodynamics. However, for systems in which the correlation length 
is becoming large due to a critical point or the onset of local order, or systems 
in which Kc becomes large, the perturbation parameter, which is proportional 
to (K,t)“, may become large enough so that the mode coupling terms can no 
longer be ignored. In the event that M/N = 1, the perturbation series has only 
formal meaning and subseries of diagrams must be resummed to obtain a 
meaningful perturbation series in k and z. The non-linear equations we have 



obtained arc an attempt to establish such a series. The result is simple up to 

order k’ ’ “2”’ with II + IU -: I since only one full diagram contributes to this 

order. At higher I< md ; order, an infinite number of diagrams contribute. We 

have resummed the terms which contribute below order k4 into four diagrams 

(shown in figs. I and 5~. 5d. and 5~) by rcnormalizing the vertices ,? in the 

hope that the renormalized vertices may be written as ;I function of 6 and 
other physically accessible parameters of the system. This has proven to be ;I 
difficult task and remains to be solved. 

It is also interesting to note that the formal perturbativc series obtained in 

this paper using the system size as ;I small parameter is valid f’or an> 

wavevector k and timescales longer than T,,, . and is not dependent on an) 
choice of the cutoff. The formalism proved to be useful for high temperature 

liquids in the hydrodynamic limit in which it was possible to formulate :I closed. 

self-consistent system of equations involving only bilinear densities of the 

hydrodynamic variables using the facts that in the hydrodynamic regime the 

bare propagators can be expressed in terms of hydrodynamic modes of the 

system and the vertices arc only weakly dependent on the wavevector and 

Laplace variable 2 due to the separation of hydrodynamic and microscopic 

timescales. 

We have not yet shown that the mode couplin g formalism devclopctl in this 

paper can be used to justify the non-linear equations proposed by many 

researchers [ 12. 13. 161 to model the critical behavior of fluids near the glass 
transition. although initial indications suggest that such models have SOITI~ 
validity. However. our work indicates that ;I coupled system of non-linear 

integral equations holds for ;I simple fluid approaching the glass forming region 

provided the viscosity is not too large ( ;,(I?. Z) k < c,,). 

The mode coupling techniques developed in this paper are applicable to ;I 
wide \,nriety of transport properties of tluid systems. In addition to the study of 

hydrodynamics of fuids under normal conditions, the techniques are essential 

for the description of the glass transition. WC already noted that the roots of 

the dispersion relation change dramatically for large values of the viscosity and 
will pursue the implications of these changes in the future. 

Furthermore. valuable insights into the flow properties of inelastic granular 

solids can be obtained using mode coupling. The application of these methods 

to such flow properties will be described in a subsequent publication. 
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Appendix 

In all the following proofs, all sets are off-diagonal in wavevector unless 

specified otherwise. 

A.l. Theorem 1 

Equating sets of wavevectors in a component QI of the basis set Q does not 

change the N order of the average (Q,B(k)‘“), where B is a linear density of 

the system. 

Proof. By definition 

Q,=Q:- c (Q:Q::)*KY,i’*Q,i. 
~,ll=ll 

Suppose that there is a subset of m Q,‘s, the sum of whose wavevectors is zero. 

Then to leading N order, 

Q, = Q:-"'Q'( - (Q'l'> Q:-'"QZ > + o(N) * KtTh’ * Q,i + (A.l.l) 

The correction term of order N from the cumulant expansion of (Q{Qz ) in 

eq. (A.l.l) gives a contribution to the average of Q, with B(k)“’ which is the 

same N order as (Q,B(k):“) with no wavevectors matched in Q. Since the basis 

elements are orthogonal, it follows that for 1111 2 II - m(, ( Q{m”‘Qt) = 
(Q,_,,,Q~) where InI = II - ml, so the leading order part of eq. (A.l.l) is 

[ 

I6W-l 

Q, = Q:-“‘Q’I’ - ( Q;“) c (Q:-“‘Q:: ) * K,lr;’ * Q,, + Q,-,,, 
1,11=0 I 

= (~7 - ( Q:>)Q{~‘“. (A.1.2) 

Since 

(Q;-“Q’l’B(k)*) = (Q’l’) ( Q:p”B(k>*) + ‘J’(N) 

by cumulant expansion, it follows from eqs. (A.1.2) and (A.1.3) that 

(A.1.3) 

(Q,B(k>*) = (Q;Q’,-“B(k)*) - (Ql’)(Q:-“B(k)*) - Q(N). 



Thus the leading N order term of (Q,B(k)“) is of the same order as 

t Q$(k)’ j. which is also of the same N order as the leading term of 

(Q,B(k)“‘) with no wavevectors matched in Q. 

To extract the leading N order term from the correlation function 

( Qcr(t) B;; C( q):“), Q,,(t) is factorizable such that 

(Q,,w;C’w) = (Q,, i(f) qxQ,(q. r) wnq,/, 
+ (R<,(f) R;; c(q)::). 

where the K<,(r) term is lower in N order than the first assuming that setting 

wavevectors within the set p does not lower the N order of its correlation 

functions. B, represents a product of ) PI I’ Inear densities of the system and C 

represents a linear density. The wavevectors in u and /3 add up to k and h - q, 

respectively. where k and q arc distinct and nonzcro. 

Proc~J WC proceed by induction. For Ial = 2, Q2(k - q,, 4,) = C),(k ~ q) v,( 4) 

+ R,(k - q,. 9,). where 

R,(k - 9l> 41) = Q2(k - Ql, q, N 1 - Q,, 1 

- (Q,(k - Q) Q,(q) Q,(k)*.) 6,‘(k). Q,W<,<,, 

By cumulant expansion we get 

(~2(k-q,.q,.t)~:.(q).~‘M;;)=~(~,(q,f)(‘(q)’i’)(~,(k-q,r)Bi,)+C~(N) 

( ( 3%’ ) 

1 
+(C!,(k-q)(2,(q)e,(k).‘:).K,,‘(k).(C!,(k,r)C(q).“H~~) 6 ‘,,,, 

+ (Q?(k - q, 3 q, 1 t) C( q):j; B;; >( 1 - 6<,,, ) (A.2. I) 

Only the first term of eq. (A.2.1) is of 6(N’) while the others are of order 

O(N). Thus the factorization property holds for Ial = 2. 

Now suppose the factorization holds for Q,, We must show that this implies 

that it holds for Qcl +, . Now by definition 
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Q u+l = Q,(qJ Q,(q,)... QAq,,,) 

- ,$, (Q,(q,,) Q,(q,)...Q,(q1,~) Q::)*K,-,‘*Q, 1 (A.2.2) 
n I 

where ql, = k - q, - . . . - q,e,, and the wavevectors in II, {n, , . . . , n,,,,}, add 
up to k. Since ]lzl d Iml, the induction hypothesis holds for the Q,, appearing in 
the sum. Thus 

(Q,hd Q,(q,)... Q,(q,cr,) Q:> 

= (Q,h) Q,(c)... Qhq,,,) QLHQ,W Q,(d%,,,,, 

+ (Q,bz,J Q,(s,PQ,bi,&W 3 

and the N order of the R,, term is at least of factor of N lower than the first 
term. If we define 

K,,,i = (QnQI> = (Qn(QT>“‘> = An,i + ‘nrri 3 

where A has at least one wavevector equality in the sets n and k and L! is 
completely off-diagonal, then the induction principle implies that A,,i, = 

K 11-l G-1 K, ,8,,,,;, + (R,,Q,y ). Expanding Kii around the diagonal part gives 

K,;,; = K,,‘K,;!, +, a,+, - K,‘K ,,_, ,,‘m, *CL?,,.,,.. + (R,,,Q,T,.)>* K-16 n”n ,I ,I’ 

(A) 

In order to analyze further, an N ordering of these terms must be established. 

Lemma. The diagonal terms of K,,, are of order N-“’ with no free wavevec- 
tors in the set fi while the off-diagonal terms with s - 1 unrestricted wavevec- 
tors in the set vi are of order N-“IN’-‘f(M/N), where SC In]. 

Proof. Expanding K,:,,’ around the diagonal 0,:’ . I,r,i yields 

Km’ = D-’ . I,,, - D,;’ . O,,ti . 0,;’ + 0,;’ . O,,; . 0,;’ . O,j,i . 0,;’ + . . . ,111 II 

Using the N ordering scheme of Machta and Oppenheim [6]. we see that if 
there are s - 1 unrestricted wavevectors in fi then 

0,; ’ _ N- /)I1 and O,,, = O,_,,_, D”‘‘-‘-- N’+“-‘. 



17x .I Sc/w/ic~/t/ Cl trl. Mot/r unrplirlcy rrtltl ,~cvrc~idi~~~tl lf~cl~otl,‘tlrr~l~~~~~ 

Thus the diagonal term is of order N ““. The tirst off-diagonal term has .Y ~ I 

free wavcvcctors in the set r^ and is of order N “‘N’ ‘, The next off-diagonal 

term with .Y ~ 1 free wavevectors in the set 4 is of order h ‘)I N ’ ‘/‘(CM 1 N ) . 

where the number of factors of (M/N) depends on the number of wavevector 

cqualitics in the sets II, ,E and 1;. ji. Thus the off-diagonal terms with .Y ~~ I free 

wavevectors in the set fi ;trc of order N “‘N’ ‘. 

Returning to the proof of the theorem, using the definition of Q,, , and the 

inductive hypothesis. 

(L,U)q C’(q) )=(V,,(r)HI)(V,(q.I)C‘(q)‘) 

+ (K,” / I(f) qi C’(q)“) . 
where 

(I I 

K (,.I (f)= c (~,(q,,)C),(q,)...C),(q,,,,)K;i,:):’:K,,,,’:’:C),,(r) 
,,I 1 

I 

~ ;,! [~c!,(q,,~o,(q~~~~‘c),(q.,,~~L))i,: l>~‘:KA, I 
7 

:*[fl,2.,,.. + (f+Pl’;..)l:~ K,;], + Q,, ,(f) Q,(q. f) 4,,,,4 ,,,, I 

lb I 

+ ,,F1 (V,(q,,) Q,(q,PfMq,,, 1 V~~):i:K,,,,‘:‘:f~,,(t) 

+(V,(qJ Q,(q)... V,(q,,,) VW’) 

:j: K,,‘(k)+ Q,(k. t) Q,(q, I) 

~ ~,,,JQ,(qJ Q,(q). . .C,,(q,,,,)Q,(k)‘!‘);i:K,,‘(k)~;,,(k.f) 

+ Q:, ,(O 1 

where Q,‘, , , indicates that none of the wavcvectors in CY + I is equal to q. WC 

must compare the N order of the remainder term (f-Z<, , ,(f) C’( 4)‘. 8;; ) with 

that of (Q,,(r) H;;)(Q,(q. t) C’(q)“‘). 
Using the N ordering schcmc (assuming that all sets of wavevectors arc 

off-diagonal). we see that if the part of f-Z<, , , (I) which is proportional to 

Q,( q, f) is factored out, the coefcients multiplying the term arc lower in 1%’ 

order than 1. For example in the term 

(V,(q,1)C),(q,)...V,(q,,,,)R:I):’:K ,,,,I :i:(Q,; ,(I) fQ(Q,(q. I) C(q).‘) . 

the coefficient 
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so that the overall term is of order N. Similarly, the term with the coefficient 

,,v,,&ni-Z ~‘-wM’“l-l 

(Q,(qJ Q,h)-.Q,(q,,,) QLWi*. z 
/y&l 1 &I”‘~ I ~“l”lMl”l-’ . ’ * I R n’n” + G) * 1 z %,“,% I 

is of order N since the coefficient itself is of order li N. The term proportional 
to R,(t) in RU+, (t) has a coefficient of order 1 but by assumption 

(&i(t) B; C(q)*) . 1 is ower in N order than (Q,(t) BT,)(Q,(q, t) C(q)*). The 
terms proportional to Q,(k) require that either k = q or 9 = 0 in order to factor 
when averaged with B, C( q), and hence give no contribution for non-zero k - q 
and 9. Finally, the term in R,+,(t) which is proportional to Q:+,(f) does not 
allow factorization to occur since QL,, (t) has no wavevectors equal to q and 

therefore must be of lower N order. 
Thus factorization holds to leading N order for Q,+,(t) and hence by 

induction holds for all the Q basis elements. 

A.3. Theorem 3 

To leading N order and for 11~1, I/31 22, 

Mup(k - q, - x, 4,. x; k - 4; - Y, 4; 3 Y, f) 47,q; 

= Ma-1 p-1 (k~q~~x~x~k~q]~y~Y~f)6~,~i+Mll(~l~f)~z~~l~~l’ 

where x and y represent the other wavevectors of the sets (Y and p. 

Proof. We first define A(t) = (Q(t) Q*) *(Q(t) Q*)-‘, which implies that 
(Q(t) Q*) = A(t) * (Q(t) Q*) and hence 

JW~> * (Q(t) Q*> = 1 dTWT)*(Q(t-T)Q*) 
0 

(A.3.1) 



The second equality holds provided that t B T,,,. since M(7) decays to zero for 

t > 7 ,,,, where T,,, is a microscopic relaxation time, and ( Q(t - T) Q’,) varies on 

a longer timescale T,,. Thus at long times, the matrices .I!([) and M(t) have the 

same decomposition propertics since 

.M(t) = .’ M(x) = j dT M(T). 

0 

The correction terms to this approximation arc small since we assume that 

r,, B T,,,. We shall investigate the behavior of .~a since it is much easier to 

evaluate its N ordering. We first look at the decomposition of (Q(t) Q”‘) upon 

wavevector equation, and note that (Q(l) Q”) has similar decomposition 

properties. We proceed by induction. When 1111 = 2 and /(Y 1 2 2 in ( Q,,(I) Q:i ) , 
the previous theorem implies that for non-zero k 

(Q,,(t) Q&k- 17,. %)“)4,,1, 

= -(Q,,(t)(Q,(k~n,):‘: Q,(n,)“:+ Q,(kp n,)“: Q,(n,) 

- (Q,“(f) Q!,(k)> ) . K,,‘(k). (Q,(k ~ ,I,)+ Q,(n,):" Q, 

=wA I(f) Q,(~-%)%Q,(%.~) Q,(4d1') 

+ (Q,, ,([I Q,(k- q,)%&(q,. t) Q,(q,):.‘) + UN)16 ,,,,,, . 
(A.3.2) 

where q, is a wavevector in the set CY. Thus (Q,,(t)Q]:;)s,,,+ factors for 1111 = 2. 

Now suppose the above term factors for III /. WC must show that 

whcrc 

II + I = (n,,(k ~ ,I, - . - ‘I’,,,)’ u,(n,). . fr,,,i(nl,,,)) 

and cy = (h,,(k ~ q, ~ . . . - q,ck, , ), b,( q,), , h ,,,, , ( qlct, , )). WC first note 

that wavcvcctor equalities within the sets CI or 11 + 1 reduces the number of free 

wavcvectors in the sets but does not change the N order of a correlation 

function involving either Q,, or Q,, , , by the first theorem. Thus we may neglect 

terms which have subsets of ck or n + 1 whose sum of wavcvcctors is zero. The 

first term from the definition of Q,, _ , is a product of 1~11 + 1 factors of (2, (see 
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eq. (A.2.2)). The average of Q, with the InI + 1 factors of Q, factors to leading 

N order when 4, = n, by the second theorem. We must look at the other terms 

from the definition of Q,, + , , which are of the form 

&,1,,, ,$, (&<OQ;>*K,-,l *(Q,Q,(n,,)*...Q,(n,,,,)*> 3 
Y 

where n,, = k - rz, - . . . - nlrz,. By induction, the first correlation function 

factors to leading N order if we equate a wavevector Ti from the set + with a 

wavevector in (Y. As in the 

K,,‘K-’ +-, y-, a,,,. By theorem 
function to give 

(Q, Q,(n,J* * * * Qk,,,,>*> 

previous theorem, we expand Ki?’ around 

2. we can also factor the last correlation 

x (Q,-, Q,(n,,)*.* . Q,<+)* Q,(n,+J* . . . Q,(n,,z,>*) 

+ (RY Q,(d* . . . Q,<n,,,,)*> 

The N ordering analysis proceeds in exactly the same manner as in theorem 2, 

and shows that the leading order term comes from matching all the delta 

conditions to maximize the number of factors of M, which gives 

(&W QZ+&,,,, = Lb%-,@) QX)(Q,b t> QdqA*) 

+ <Q,-,(t) Q:)(c%(w) Q,(q,)*)P<,,,,, 

= B(N') , 

with In\ - 1 free wavevectors in the set n, plus correction terms. Analysis of the 

correction terms shows that if the delta functions are not matched, there are 

fewer factors of M which reduces the net N order of the overall term to B(N) at 

best. If the correction terms R,, are used, then the overall term is of order N 

with 1~11 - 1 free wavevectors in the set II. Thus, by induction we conclude that 

for any ((~122, InI 3 1, 

(Q,,(t) Qt+&,,, 

= QR)(Q,(q, >t) Q,(a)*) + (Q,,-,(f) QXi,,h t) Q&z,>*) 

(A.3.3) 



with 1~~1 - 1 unrestricted wavcvcctors in the set II. In the same manner. it is easy 

to show that if a sum of 1 wavcvcctors 11, + + II, from II is equated with one 

wave vector from /II. then 

_ -((Q,, i(l) Q, ,)(L,,(r, v,(q:):? + (K!,(t) Qi;w$:+ fL,i(f). 
(A.3.4) 

where f](r) is completely off-diagonal and q: is one of the wavevectors from the 

set ,B. If wc expand K,!,;(r) around K,,‘(r) K,, IiLj , (I). then for //Ii. lpia2. 

k’,,‘U) k’,, ‘,, , ( t) :i: [ 0, ((I ) + ( R, (l ) Q :, ) 1 2;: K ,,;I ( r )h,, . 

(A.3.5) 

where Il.+ 1.~1 are summed from 7 to x. To establish the N order of K,)/i (t). WC 

expand around the diagonal part in order and wavevector as was done in the 

Icmma and find that the diagonal part is of order N ‘I and the off-diagonal 

part is of order N’ “I’ “’ with 1 ,/!I - 1 free wavcvectors in the set /3_ Combining 

(A.3.3) and (A.3.5). WC see that the Icadin g term of ./f,,,,(f) iiSiC,; comes from 

matching the delta conditions to maximize the numhel- of factors of M. Thia 

gives ii term of or&r N’ “” with i/3 ~ 2 free wavcvcctors in the set /X Analysi< 

of the corrections terms shows that they arc of lower N order due to the 

off-diagonal parts of K(t) ’ or the correction terms to the factorization of the 

numerator (&,(I) Qz ). Thus, equating wavcvcctors ~1, from CY tiith y; from /3 

gives 

+ (r,,, ,(t, cl;) ,Hci,(Y.,J) P,), 

:I: K,,‘(q,. r) k’,, ‘, (j , (I) + ((N’ “’ W<,,<,, 

(A.3.6) 

The I,, I ii , results from 
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which is completely diagonal in wavevector and hydrodynamic indices and is 

non-zero only if Icy 1 = 1 p I. Note that if the vertex .12,,~(f) is completely 

off-diagonal, it is also of order N’-‘“I, which is the same order as the correction 

terms to the factorization. but the off-diagonal vertex does not have the delta 

function equating wavevectors. This difference is important when summing 

over the wavevectors in /3 in which case terms of order N’-‘“‘6(,,,; have one less 

factor of M and therefore vanish in the thermodynamic limit. 

Since A(t) factors to leading order, M(r) also factors for times longer than 

r,,, , the relaxation time for non-hydrodynamic processes. 

This theorem is actually a specific case of a more general factorization 

property. It can be shown that if subsets (Y, and fi, of the sets (Y and /3 are 

chosen such that the sum of the wavevectors in CX; equals the sum of the 

wavevectors in p,, then 

The matrix I imposes severe restrictions on the decomposition of ~2~~~. The 

first term is non-zero only if 1~~~1 = I p,I, while the second is non-zero only if 

ICY - rr,I = I@ - &I. Thus, for example, 

where 

q;, = k - q; - q; - q; - q; , 

Note that all these terms can also be obtained by equating one wavevector in 

each set successively. For example, one of the terms proportional to I,, can be 

obtained by first setting 4, = qi and reducing the A,, vertex to a A,, vertex 



and then setting y2 = q: to further reduce .M3, to .&,,, which gives a term 

identical to one of the two terms obtained by setting q, + q2 = q; + qi. The 

other term can be produced by setting q, = q: and reducing the vertex and then 

setting q, = 4;. Thus we shall henceforth consider equating only pairs of 

wavevectors in .,# ,Vs without loss of generality. 

A.4. Theorem 4 

The factorization property holds for kCV,(t) a,,,(,; as well. 

Proof. It was established in section 3 that &ICVc,(t) = MCV,(r) + M,+(r) * O,,, . 

LIB’, where 0 is th e part of (QQ”‘) which is off-diagonal in at least one pair of 

wavevectors and IpI= IpI. Th eorem 3 establishes that M,k,(t) factors to 

leading N order when a wavevector in (Y is equated with one from p. so we only 

need to prove that the term M+(r) :I: Otja . Ds ’ factors as well. By cumulant 

expansion, it can be established that 

where the second term is completely off-diagonal and hence of order N. Thus 

The leading term comes from matching the delta conditions so that i = j = k = 

1 = 1. and is of order (M/N)“-(‘m~7N1 ‘ic’c5C,,C,; The other terms arc at best of 

order (M/N)“’ ‘N’ Iii’ and (M/N)‘” ‘N’ ““, .md are therefore negligible 

compared to the highest order term. Thus. WC conclude for 1~~1, / /iI 3 2. 

Recall that from the definition of f,5 , p ,, the second term on the right hand 

side of ey. (A.4.1) does not exist unless 1~11 = IpI. Again, if k,,,:(f) is 

completely off-diagonal it is of order N’ I”. but there are I PI ~ I free 

wavevectors as opposed to the correction term in eq. (A.4.1) which is of the 

same N order but has only I p / - 2 free wavcvectors. 

The factorization of kfCC, is lightly more complicated than that of M<“, when 
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subsets (Y; and p, of the sets (Y and p are equated. However, the additional 
complexities do not alter the spirit of the results discussed in this paper. 
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